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A Strange Kind of Weird

My cousin Andrew and I went out in my boat. It happened 
this one time, ever. I was a young teenager, Andrew nearly an 
adult. I idolized him and was somewhat amazed that he wanted 
to be with me, on my turf, when there was no clear incentive for 
him to do so. It wasn’t a great boat. 

A muscular, hilarious, profanity expert with big name 
sponsors behind his skateboarding and dirt-biking, Andrew 
was trained in martial arts and had many times demonstrated 
that training on me. He was proudly familiar with the ways of 
women. I was still so frightened of that species that the mere 
smell of Aqua Net sent me sweating. There were many reasons for 
him to be anywhere on the planet but out on the lake with me, in 
my boat. But there he sat in his cool tank top, at my side, as we 
bobbed up and down.

His parents had gotten divorced years before. For this I con-
sidered him something like a veteran in the war more and more 
kids were getting drafted into. I was still in basic training, as 
my parents had only finalized their divorce about a year before.  
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I don’t remember anything we talked about in the boat except for 
divorce. Andrew had been almost fatherly to me that afternoon, 
a total departure from the guy whose story about what happened 
at a GWAR concert he’d been to made me think I might go to 
hell just for hearing about it. 

It occurs to me as I write this, for the first time in all my rec-
ollections of that afternoon, that perhaps one of the adults asked 
him to spend time with me, to give me someone to talk to. That’s 
a sweet thing to assume, so I will. I’ll add that assumption to the 
only sentence I remember Andrew saying to me out on the lake 
that day:

“It’ll make you weird.”
He was talking about the divorce, the effect it would have on 

me. Divorce would make me weird. I already knew it was making 
me sad and angry, mixing a strange cocktail of other emotions 
within me. And of course, like every other kid, I was already 
weird in my own evaluation and in everyone else’s too. But this 
little phrase was a gift to me, and with time it would prove to be 
a prophecy spoken over me. It was a warning and a promise and 
a gracious pressure-release for me to use for years to come:

Why am I angry and defensive right now about such a little 
thing that was said to or about me? 

Why do I get so worried about tension and misunder-
standing between people I want to be near?

Why do I keep trying to prove things to folks whose 
opinions don’t consciously matter to me, and I already know 
it’s true?

Oh yeah. I’m just still a little weird.
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John the Baptist lived somewhat in 
opposition to his priestly father’s world. 
Who knows how personal that got. It may 
never have gotten personal at all since 
Zechariah was already an old man when 
John was born. Chances are he died before 
really important talks about life and power 
and societal structure could take place. 

John was Jesus’s older cousin. And Jesus’s real father was 
Invisible. Joseph, of course, was the mortal stand-in, who fell off 
the biblical record when Jesus was a tween. Some suspect Joseph 
died, thus his disappearance from the narrative. It’s possible. 
But I think that’s wrong. I suspect Joseph did what most men 
would do when the story in your small town is that your wife 
had Someone else’s baby but claimed to be a virgin afterward. 
I’m sure Joseph handled the circumstances really well at first, but 
after some years I suspect it became too much. Joseph probably 
just wasn’t in bed one morning when Mary woke up, his personal 
effects gone from the dresser, and that was that. 

John the Baptist’s dad, Zechariah, had gotten a personal visit 
from an angel and was promised a prophetic son as a result of his 
next romantic encounter with his wife. Joseph hadn’t gotten an 
angelic visit in the temple. Joseph had gotten only a dream—a 
thing that often grows less real the longer you’re awake—which 
detailed a pregnancy that wouldn’t involve him. But stick it out, 
Joseph, said the dream of an angel. Everything is as it should be. 
Ignore your gut on all this and believe me. Joseph may have “died” 
when Jesus was young, but I propose it was of humiliation. Young 
Jesus, in one way or another, carried this.
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I can only imagine the conversations between these cousins, 
Jesus and John, out on Galilee. The confusion. Perhaps some  
mutual envy. The distinct pang that limited information about 
yourself causes. The excitement over all the possibilities. I imag-
ine them exchanging warnings against grandiosity and letting 
anything go to their heads. I can imagine John encouraging Jesus, 
providing him a safe place as more and more accusative children 
in town learned of Mary’s claims. I can imagine Jesus encourag-
ing his cousin John, a lonely boy with geriatric parents and a 
peculiar calling on his life that few people ever comprehended. I 
can imagine how much it hurt when the only other weird kid in 
the family was beheaded by the leader of the status quo.

Of course, Jesus and John may have never interacted out-
side the brief exchange at the Jordan when John dunked Jesus in 
that river. In any case, with all due respect, they both must have 
known they, relative to others, would end up being strange. 

Each of us was raised in circumstances that were a confusing 
mingle of joy and pain. In order for us to become healthy human 
beings, we were simultaneously fed certain things while starved 
of others. Every dang one of us has grown up weird—and so 
much of our lives are a result of both constantly expressing our 
particular weirdness while simultaneously trying to fix it. This 
has led to frustrations and every kind of brokenness. How much 
human suffering has come from us creating problems by trying 
to fix them?

I don’t spend much time in awe of Jesus’s miracles in the 
Bible. I sit in awe of something less flashy but far more con-
nected to my experience as a human with a story: How in the 
world did Jesus grow up and not become a self-consumed, wildly 
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insecure, angry, narcissistic, adulation addict who stood on  
others to feel better about himself? How did he so mindfully re-
sist being propped up on others’ shoulders when they tried to 
make him their cheap king? How’d he manage to say no when the 
devil offered him power and belonging on such a scale? How did 
he so willingly wash the feet of others hours before their moronic 
betrayal. How did he continue to heal people despite their imme-
diately running off and never even saying thank you. How was he 
so willing to be misunderstood by those whose opinions of him 
could have catapulted him into the stratosphere of elite living?

I’m learning that maybe our actual weirdness is growing up 
with so many unfilled places in our hearts, so many unresolved—
unresolvable—family issues, so many dings and dents in the body 
of our Love, and yet still being able to Love. Maybe what’s weird 
is not being a self-centered adult when reacting to something 
that didn’t go well. Perhaps what’s weird—that kind of weird  
beheld with honor and a smile in the upside-down kingdom of 
Christ—is being a person with a million and one reasons to use 
the universe as medication for ancient wounds, but who instead 
trusts and mimics the Weird One by being a fellow fountain of 
peace and love and joy.

I don’t know if all of our wounds heal or if, at best, they be-
come itchy scars demanding more attention than we can ignore. 
But if mine itch and ache, I suppose yours and “theirs” do too. 
So, my dear weirdos, let us surprise even ourselves today with our 
God-given capacity to be who we’ve always needed.
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